A Gift From The Art House
Snowy Landscape

What you’ll need
•
3 Sheets of A4 coloured
paper (1 x dark blue, 1 x
light blue, 1 x white)
•
Gluestick
•
Pencil
•
White dots
Let’s do it together
Search ‘How to make winter
landscape art with ripped
paper collage. Incredibly
simple. Highly effective.’ on
YouTube.

01. You will need 3 sheets of paper: 1 dark blue, 1 light blue and 1 white.

The dark blue sheet will be the sky in the background. The light blue
sheet will be a mountain in the distance. The white paper will be a snowy
mountain closest to you.

02. Take your pencil and the light blue paper. Keep your elbow up in the

air and draw a big, wonky mountain shape across the light blue paper.
You should draw this line half way up the paper. The line should start on
the right side and end on the left side of the paper. Do not worry when
the line wobbles because mountains are not perfectly straight.

03. Use your fingers to tear along the line you have drawn. Take the

bottom part of the light blue paper and glue this onto your dark blue
paper, making sure the bottom of both sheets line up.

04. Repeat step 03 and 04 using the white paper. Make the mountain
shape smaller by drawing it lower down on the paper.

05. Take the white dots provided and stick them down anywhere you

like. This is the falling snow. Take a step back and look at your wonderful
creation.

A Gift From The Art House
A message from the artist who
created this activity, John Mayson.

“

Hello! My name is John but lots of
people call me ArtJohn. I am an artist,
educator and YouTuber and I have my
studio in The Art House. Being an artist
is awesome. I get to wake up everyday
and think to myself “What do I want to
make today?” and I love being able to
help others do the same.

